
Rare Groove 
Killing Time at PJ’s Used Records 
 
Marc Taras is not in any kind of hurry. 
 
It’s a Sunday at PJ’s Used Records on Packard Street, the early afternoon of a wet,                
uncharacteristically warm winter’s day in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Not much is happening. I’d             
wager that this is what a Sunday at PJ’s has more or less looked like since 1981. A tip jar with                     
playful handwriting rests near the entrance: “We ain’t rich and we ain’t proud!”. There is black                
coffee, there is tobacco, and there are records for sale. Who buys them, you ask? Sometimes no                 
one.  And, well, that’s just fine. 
 
“I tell everybody, even if you don’t have 10 bucks to your name, come hang out and talk music                   
for a while.  Most days, we’re just happy to have the company”.  
 
I first visit the shop a few days prior, speaking quickly to introduce myself. Marc stands behind                 
the front desk unphased, rolling a cigarette. I’m the only one in the space save one stoic, older                  
gentleman seated on a crate in the corner, presumably escaping the cold. Marc speaks slowly               
and with warm deliberation.  Time, it appears, is not a scarce commodity in these parts. 
 
“Sundays in the shop are usually pretty slow, I guess”. 
 
I return the following weekend, scan the store’s impressively extensive section of Bossanova             
standards, then sit by the register. 
 
 
 
Marc, in his sixties, wears Levi’s, a denim shirt with rainbow suspenders lined with pins, a                
winter hat in the colder months, and sports East German style clear frames. He works with his                 
head down and carries a steady, contented expression that lights up the moment a customer asks                
about a piece of music. This afternoon, we’re listening to Beethoven until a familiar patron               
requests a Joe Henderson record, which Marc, as he’ll do for anyone, immediately places a               
needle upon and plays over the speakers. For a Sunday, the shop sees a steady stream of visitors.                  
A couple of regulars spend an hour sifting through crates and a first-timer picks out a Chicago                 
record.  Marc, as is most often the case, knows it well. 
 
“That’s a great one. I remember when I first bought that record — the guy behind the desk told                   
me it was an excellent choice.  A punk like me making a right decision? That was big.” 



 
He asks for sixteen dollars, a fair price given its condition, and starts talking with another                
customer, a white haired, well-kempt man named Charles. Marc excitedly greets him; “I was              
just thinking of you this morning! And you know I’m not blowing smoke, either. Some guy                
from California was in here buying up all these records I knew you’d like and I thought ‘I hope                   
he saves at least one’”. 
 
Everyone comes up the narrow stairs to PJ’s for a different reason: there are the collectors, the                 
LP-obsessives, the students who need to spice up their dorm rooms with a couple for-show               
records from the dollar bin, and those who have come to feel an allegiance to the shop and its                   
keepers. Charles simply never got used to or particularly liked the sound of CD’s. He says his                 
goodbyes at the register and steps outside, two records richer. 
 
Marc’s record recall is near perfect, the result of a decades-long crusade of hands-on-filing,              
which he jokes makes up the bulk of his job. I test him and inquire about the first record he ever                     
bought (too easy, John Mayall & Blues Breakers with Eric Clapton). At his peak, Marc owned                
nearly 8000 records, some of which now inhabit the walls of PJ’s. The store, despite its dusty                 
charm, is meticulously organized. Everything is filed, yes, alphabetically and by genre, but with              
an intangible sentimental value in mind, a few posters and editions of Vinyl Times expertly               
placed in the mix. Outside the window is a panoramic view of South Ann Arbor, both new and                  
old. In one direction, neighborhoods of shabby student houses stretch far and wide, out the other                
the tops of shimmering university buildings. Whether vinyl, CD, cassette, or live performance             
DVD, PJ’s has something for anyone willing to spend some time scrutinizing the crates above               
Packard Street. Neither indignantly nor particularly affectionately, Marc instructs visitors to take            
note when they pull something out from a shelf or off a table. 
 
“Pretend you’re being paid more than I do to file that back, please.” 
 
Marc and his brother Jeff, who run the shop together, give themselves eight dollars an hour.                
They haven’t seen a nickel of a raise since 1999, which happens to be the year Napster was                  
launched. PJ’s is at once a purist’s dream and a newcomer’s delight. I’ve purchased exactly one                
record in the past four years, yet, somehow, didn’t feel alienated in the slightest. New music is                 
added, old music is sold, but, all in all, the shop remains the same. And, on the surface, so does                    
Marc. 
 
 
 
Marc Taras was born in Connecticut but spent most of his early life in Birmingham, Michigan.                
At college age, he matriculated at the University of Michigan, spending roughly a term and a half                 



enrolled as a student before deciding to hit the road with his band at the time, a jazz-rock fusion                   
outfit in which he played auxiliary percussion.  
 
On his aspirations as a musician, he recounts, “I had a good ear for color, but not much in the                    
way of real talent. So I reroute my life for this band and leave Ann Arbor, only to get the boot as                      
soon as we take the first exit off I-94”. 
 
Marc returned to Birmingham, taking employment first as a janitor until ultimately finding a gig               
at his local shop, Discount Records, as a jazz buyer and, later, manager. Years earlier, he heard                 
Coltrane’s ‘Afro Blue’ and had, as he puts it, a cosmic, life-altering, experience (this is music!).                
What followed were many, many reefer-fueled nights digging through a friend’s modern jazz             
library, in which time Marc became a bonafide aficionado. At the peak of his self-described               
snobbery, Taras left Discount Records and came back to Ann Arbor. A course at the University                
of Michigan would run you eighty dollars per credit hour, and Marc had received a Pell Grant.                 
He re-enrolled and ultimately finished a degree in English Literature, but kept his eye out for, as                 
he puts it, the right opportunity. 
 
This being 1980, the tail end of the golden age of record stores upon him, a life in music                   
appeared a viable pursuit. Finally, one morning over breakfast at a steak and eggs joint at the                 
intersection of Packard and State Streets, Marc and his pal PJ noticed a sign under the                
now-location of the shop: VACANT. Without too much thought, they took out a loan, found               
five investors — all comfortably situated U of M grads. Maybe records weren’t such a gamble                
after all — and opened up shop on Packard. Marc and Jeff mostly handled the ins and outs of                   
record stocking, collecting, pricing, and day to day operations, while PJ took on the finances. 
 
Would he be rich? No. But Marc and his partners could earn a living doing something they                 
loved in a town that, at the time, seemed game to support them. PJ’s has been a fixture in Ann                    
Arbor ever since, remaining a quirky, inexplicably sustainable piece of the town. Profit, to this               
day, doesn’t seem of paramount importance. The tip jar was only installed three years ago (We                
could’ve been making tips for years! I mostly use it to buy customer candy for the store, though).                  
Marc has lived in Ann Arbor continuously since 1980, a lasting piece of a city experiencing an                 
identity crisis. 
 
I’m not the first or likely the last person to say that Ann Arbor, Michigan is changing. Floral                  
prints have largely been traded for brand-name offerings, as many of those living in Ann Arbor,                
student and local alike, rake in capital gains. Gentrification, high-rises, it’s a story not unique to                
Southeast Michigan but nevertheless apparent. Marc is, of course, aware of this, though not as               
outwardly nostalgic as I had assumed he’d be. When he was growing up, Birmingham, a               
well-to-do, right-leaning community in Metro Detroit, was an anomaly. Today, Ann Arbor is the              



outlier, but in the opposite context. It is what some would describe as a liberal mecca                
surrounded by red. And while the town’s progressive streak isn’t hanging on for dear life yet, it                 
won’t last forever. 
 
“I just keep doing my thing. Listen, by the time people had started referring to this place as ‘The                   
People’s Republic of Ann Arbor’ [a nod to the town’s left lean], it had already moved a standard                  
deviation to the right as far as politics are concerned”. 
 
Marc speaks in inevitabilities. Changes in his surroundings occur, but, for the most part, he               
controls what he can and hangs on to what he likes. In many facets of life, music                 
notwithstanding, he hasn’t changed too much. He says that, in today’s political lexicon, he’d be               
considered a socialist -- “But way back when, I was just another progressive Democrat. It’s not                
that I feel an obligation to hang onto it, it’s just who I am. I’m a New Deal, FDR liberal. People                     
call Obama a liberal… If Obama had been a liberal, I think I would have recognized him!”. It’s                  
no coincidence, Marc reasons, that economic inequality sharpens with every new iteration of             
American Politics. 
 
It’s not a pronounced defiance to the new that defines Marc’s preferences and outlook, but               
something far simpler. He likes what he likes. This idea is key in understanding the fact that                 
neither Marc nor PJ’s Used Records are here to tell you what you need to appreciate. When                 
people ask him what kind of music he gravitates toward, Marc has a simple answer: “the good                 
kind”.  
 
 
 
To what should be the surprise of few, record stores in 2018 are not turning profits like they used                   
to. PJ’s has always been a passion project, but, in an age where most people under 50 keep their                   
music collection in their pocket, it’s especially the case today. From the get-go, Marc and his                
partners didn’t want the place to be snobby. And now, under the watchful eyes of the brothers                 
Taras, PJ’s offers a space to learn, relax, and, if you’re really feeling generous, buy a record or                  
two. When you’re surrounded by music all day, discovering new tunes can often turn into a                
science, an all-too-easy-to-fall-into trap of taste hierarchy. Against all odds and in the face of               
technologically-driven calculated curation, PJ’s remains an algorithm-free zone.  
 
When, two weeks later, I pop in to buy a cassette, Marc’s brother Jeff is manning the register and                   
casts a grin upon my selection. “Wow, Maceo Parker? Now that’s cool. I used to love my old                  
cassette player!”. Like an old, forgotten family photo, the shopkeepers often take delight in              
giving some context to each recording their customers take an interest in. Marc and Jeff certainly                



aren’t the arbiters of what’s hip, they simply like what they like (and want to hear what you like,                   
too).  Marc’s rules to avoiding snobbery come from within.  
 
“I’m a Catholic, albeit not a particularly good one”, he explains after a sip of coffee. “I don’t                  
judge people for their religion, I don’t judge people for the music they choose to listen to”. If                  
music plays a role in others’ lives like it does in his own, it’s a utility and an utter joy. That’s                     
why, in the face of advancements in the music business that threaten — even strive — to put him                   
out of business, he’s not bitter. In an unanxious tone, Marc sometimes describes trends of               
patronage from an anthropological perspective. On two consecutive Tuesdays this month, not a             
single person came into PJ’s. He assures me that this happens from time to time, but two days in                   
two straight weeks without a single sale? Peculiar. While business ebbs and flows, Marc is still                
grateful to work in music each day. 
 
“Look, if music, like religion or anything else, serves as a way to put one foot in front of the                    
other and go through your day,  I guess I don’t really care how you acquire it!”.  
 
I ask if he ever thinks there is an inverse relationship between the quality of music and its                  
popularity.  He offers a quick laugh. 
 
“I’ve got no problems with pop music. God knows my tastes have changed -- if you’d have told                  
me when I was 25 that I’d find a music I liked better than modern jazz, I’d have felt your                    
forehead”. Befuddled and amazed by the unteachable simplicity of Clave, Marc’s most recent             
obsession is Afro-cuban music. 
 
It just so happens, owning a record shop offers an especially gratifying way to dish out music to                  
those who still want to buy it in person. There’s a visceral, psychological reaction to a good                 
recommendation, one that is elusive over email, Facebook, and the like. Marc wakes each day,               
takes an aspirin, grabs a coffee and a nosh, walks up the stairs and blinks at the world in                   
astonishment. He takes note of some sales, does a little filing, and, most importantly, listens to                
music. Struggling to stay afloat or not, Marc is thankful. Rich in time, he is afforded the                 
opportunity to know and love new music daily, all-the-while remembering that each customer             
who steps through the door knows something about music which he does not.  
 
As I get ready to leave, he’s stepping outside for a smoke. Standing on the top step leading to                   
PJ’s, situated comfortably above humdrum traffic and shuffling students, Marc gazes across the             
grey winter sky.  I’m left with a piece of parting wisdom: 
 
“If everybody liked the same things, what a boring world it would be”. 


